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The basic upholstering processes shown in this bulletin are easy to learn.
You can find how to adapt the basic processes to different styles of chairs by
noticing how they are used as you take off the old cover and padding.
The beginner should learn on a simple article such as a stool or chair seat.
It helps if two persons can work together. Before you begin, decide whether the
chair is worth the time and expense. Read the instructions carefully before beginning the project.
aACKBANo

The parts of upholstered chairs, A-wing style, 8-Lawson style.

WHAT YOU NEED

THE CHAIR.
WORKPLACE:
A cleared space large enough so the
chair may be easily moved. Good light
on at least two sides of the chair. A
convenient storage space for materials
and tools. Raise the chair to a comfortable working height, about 22" off
the floor. You can use boards on saw
horses to do this.

The Virginia Cooperative Extension Service by law and purpose is dedicated to serve all people
on an equal and nondiscriminatory basis.
An Equal Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Employer
Issued in furtherance of Cooperative Extension work, Acts of May 8 and June 30 1914, and
September 30, 1977, in cooperation with the U.S. Department of A_griculture. W. R. Van Dresser,
Dean, Extension Division, Cooperative Extension Service, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University, Blacksburg, Virginia 24061; M. C. Harding, Sr., Administrator, 1890 Extension Program,
Virginia State College, Petersburg, Virginia 23803.
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Tools and Supplies
You can do simple upholstering with the tools avail able in most homes. A few professional tools help make
the work easier. (Fig. 1) You can buy most tools and supplies from mail-order companies (Fig. 2) . Local uphol sterers may sell what you need.

Hammers
1. Medium weight claw hammer
2. Magnetic tack hammer (optional)
3. Upholster's mallet (optional)
Yardstick, ruler, and tape measure
Pins, large pin cushion, needles, and thimble
A carpenter's apron (good ro hold tools)
A means for raising the chair about 22 inches off the
floor (You can use boards on saw horses.)
·

Fig. 1 -Professional tools
1. Large shears
2. Webbing stretcher
3. Upholsterer's needles

For Most Upholstery Work You
Will Need:

4. Upholsterer's pins
5. Tack puller
6. Magnetic hammer

Heavy, sharp shears

Fig. 2-Upholstering supplies
1. Cored rubber
2. Hard front roll
3. Cotton felt
4. Cable cord
5. Slab foam rubber
6. Muslin
7. Cardboard strips
8. Webbing
x 9. Spring tying twine
xx 10. Sewing twine
11. Burlap
12. Rubberized hair
13. Tow
14. Denim
15. Hair
16. Moss

..........
. . . . . . . ...... . .

~
~

Substitutes

x Can use a cotton
clothes line rope Venition Blind cord.
xx Use fishing line and
button thread for
sewing on outside of
chairs.

See page for additional specific s upplies .
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Other Supplies You Will Need For
Special Processes:
A. To prepare the chair:

1. Screw driver with a thin blade to remove tacks.

2. A tack puller or ripper (optional).
3. Pliers to remove tacks with broken heads.
4. Screws. glue, angle irons. corrugated fasteners. or
plastic wood for repairing the frame.
5. Supplies for refinishing wood.

B. To put 011 u1ebbing:

I. Jute webbing ..~ ~" to 4" wide. Mcasurc the num-

ber and length of strips. Add 1 112" at each end
for tacking.
2. Webbing stretcher-buy or make (optional). Make
from ~" hard wood as shown in Fig. 3. Drive
ten-penny nails in one end. Cut off heads and file
to tapering points. Cover the other end with felt,
rubber, or ~eather.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

b. Six ply no. 60 hemp. jute. or flax tying twine.
Flax wears best but coses most. A one-pound
ball will do several chairs.
Tacks (Fig. 6).
a. No. 14 for webbing and springs. (About Vi
to ~ lb. for a large chair)
h. No. 3 or 4 for light use-no. 6 for heavy ust:
with fabric. (About ~ lb. for a large chair.)
Heavy burlap or ('otton mesh co cover springs
and edge rolls.
Upholsterers' moss or sheers of rubberiicd. rnrlt:d
hair. (About 4 or 5 lbs. fi>r a dub or win,g chair).
Upholsterers' cotton (felted padding). About 3 co
H~ yards for club or wing chair (not including
cushion).
Needles.
a. Straight upholsterers' needles, 6", 8" or IO"
for springs and padding.
b. Curved upholsterers' needles, 4", 5", or 6" co
sew burlap to padding and springs and cushion
units.
c. Five or six-inch sack needles can be substituted
for upholscer's needles for an easy projccc.
Muslin for undercover
Prebuilt edge rolls (if used)

.

D. To use foam padding:

1. Plastic or rubber foam of the type <ind thickness

needed.

2. Adhesive tape, 1" to 3" wide.

Fig. 3-Homemade webbing stretcher.

3. A block of wood, about 1" x 2" x 5" for a substitute webbing stretcher.
4. No. 12 or 14 webbing tacks.

C. To work with spri11gs and moss or hair padding:
1. Springs-Re-use springs which are in good condition. Buy for replacement the type and size originally used. Springs from old automobile seats ma)&
be suitable.
Kinds of springs used in chair frames are:
a. Cone springs on band or bar. (Fig. 4 ). Sold
by length of bar. Don't use on webbing.
b. Hourglass shape (Fig. 4) heavy for seat, and
light for back.
c Zig-zag Springs (Fig. 5) with clips. connecting links and cement coated nails co apply.
2. Twine
a. Waxed linen or cotton mattress or upholsterers' sewing twine. A half-pound ball will
do several chairs.

3. Ball point pen or indelible pencil.
4. Muslin for tacking scrips or self-adhesive tacking
strips.
5. Rubber cement.
6. Tacks. no. 3 or 4. or stapler gun.
7. Water for scissors.
8. Paper for pattern.

A

B

c

Fig. 4-Springs( A) Spring on metal bar. (B) Hour-glass shape for
seat. (C) Hour-glass shape for back.
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Fig. 5-Zig-Zag springs.

E. To put on outer covering:

1. Covering material (see yardage table).
2. Heavy duty sewing thread to march cover (About

3 spools).
3. Muslin for undercover (sec yardage table) .
4. Black cambriL° for dust cover un bottom.
5. Welt cord, fringe, or gimp braid for trim .
6. Large pins or upholsterers' pins for temporary
fastening.
7. kc pick or regulator ro correct lumps under muslin.
8. Dressmaker's chalk.
9. Cording foot for seNing machine.
10. Curring table.
11. 1 ~" to 3" curved needle for invisible joining of
fabric.
12 . Tacks.

* No. 3 for muslin

*

No. 4 or 5 for burlap

* No. 8 for back spring tying
* No. 10 or 12 for seat spring tying
* Special webbing tacks for tacking down webbing

13. Eight oz. cardboard for tacking strips.

14. Denim ro march outside covering. (For sear under
separate cushion) .

Fig. 6-Uphol1tery tacks commonly used.
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Preparing the Frame
Examine the chair to see what repairs you must make. If padding is lumpy or
sagging, it probably means that the foundation needs repair. By removing the cloth
from the bottom of the chair you can see what repairs the springs, webbing, or
padding may need. To repair springs or webbing, you usually must strip entirely
the parts of the chair involved. You can repair the seat without taking the. padding from the arms and the back. Don't take apart more of the chair than is necessary. Before you take the chair apart - take a photo. Also measure the length
of the new cording welt that you will need.
Use a tack puller, screw driver, or ripper to remove tacks. Drive the tool
under the tack head with a hammer or upholsterer's mallet. If you knock tacks out
lengthwise of the grain of the wood, you are less likely to split it.
CHISEL

Fig. 7.

Correctly holding tools speeds work and prevents accidents.

You may find that the chair you . are working on has staples holding the cambric
and other fabrics to the frame. These staples are put in by power staple guns and
may be much harder to pry out than tacks. To remove a staple, place . one corner of
the ripping tool under the center of the staple and tap the handle with the mallet.
Push down to pry out the staple.
If the ripping tool does not fit under the staples very well you may be able
to make a staple puller by grinding or filing an old screwdriver so the point fits
under the staple. This is driven under the staple with the mallet and the staple
pried out. Be sure that the screwdriver is no longer being used for screws and
that it has an unbreakable handle that can be hammered without damage. Never use
a good screwdriver for pulling tacks, nails, or· staples or it will be ruined for
use on screws. Small chisels can be used like screwdrivers for getting under ~ta
ples. The same precaution applies to them too. They are ruined for other work.
Special tools for pulling staples can be obtained from manufacturers.
Sometimes one leg of a staple will stick or break off. Use a pair of pliers
to remove these. Put the jaws of the pliers straight down on the staple. Grasp
the handles as tight as possible so the staple is firmly gripped. Then push down
on the handles until the side of the pliers rolls on the wood and the old staple is
pulled out. If the broken part of the staple is too small to be grasped by the
pliers, take a hammer and drive the staple so it is completely buried in the wood.
As you remove the old covering, padding and springs, note exactly how they
were put on. Note the spring height, the size of the tacks, the amount of padding
used and method of sewing and tying.
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It is easier to tell how the cover was put on if you remove it in the reverse
order of the original work: cambric bottom . skirt (if used) . outside back .
(front arm) panel • outside arm . inside arm . inside back • seat . and bottom
band.
WE881NG

/

OUTSIDE I.ACK

PANEL

BOTTOM I.ANO
PANEL

'\

OUTSIDE ARM

Fig. 8 Follow the steps in stripping a chair. Observe the method of construction as
you work.
Save the old cover to use as a guide to cut the new cover from. Clean (dust
off) and label each piece. Don't wash the pieces since they may shrink. You may
save rolls of padding from the front of the seat for reuse. Leave the edge rolls
tacked to the wood if possible. Other good padding may also be reused. Remove the
dust from moss or hair by beating it outdoors. Also, pull it apart and fluff it.
When the frame has been cleaned of all old materials, inspect for large holes
and fill with plastic wood. Sandpaper all rough surfaces where tacks or staples
were pulled. Tighten screws in all joints where they are used. If the joints of
the frame are loose use the mallet and try to open them up by tapping lightly.
Apply new woodworking glue and clamp the joints until the glue sets. Sometimes
adding a corner block will help prevent joints from working loose. Cut a block
to fit the corner and them glue and screw it to the frame. Be sure to use hardwood such as maple and drill holes for the screws to avoid splitting the wood.
Use large screws and drive them securely into the frame.
Refinish exposed wood if it is marred.
(Note Publication on Refinishing Wood
Furniture, Publication No. 477). Clean the springs, rem~ve rust from them with 000
steel wool and motor oil, then pull and stretch them to straighten.

Applying the Webbing
Put the chair upside down on the work
surface with the front next to you. Measure and mark the location of webbing strips
They should be no more than 2 to 2~ inches
apart. Two inches is better. When possible,
locate webbing so two pieces cross where a
spring is to be placed.
Begin with a back-to-front webbing
strip which is near the center of the
seat. Place end of webbing on the back of
the seat frame with 1 inch extending beyond the frame edge. Place five No. 12 or

~

_-1

A

B

Fig. 9 - Tack on webbing.
(A) Step 1
(B) Step 2
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14 webbing tacks as in Fig. 9A. Don't
use old tack holes. Fold the short
end of webbing over the first ones
(Fig. 9B). Stretch the webbing
straight across the seat to the front
edge. Hook the stretcher into the
webbing as in Fig. 10 to pull the webbing very tight. While it is held · with
the stretcher (Fig. 11) put in five
tacks as before. Cut webbing 1~'' beyond the tacks. Fold over and fasten
with four tacks. Put on the rest of
the front-to-back strips the same way. Fig. 10 Stretch webbing with a webbing strecther.
Next stretch and tack the sideto-side webbing strips. As you place
these strips, interlace them over the
front-to-back strips as in Fig. 12.
To stretch a short piece of webbing, pin it to an extra piece of
webbing with a mattress needle until
it is tacked (Fig. 13). If you cannot
get a webbing stretcher, you can
stretch webbing by wrapping it around
a block of wood. Brace the wood again
against the chair and pull the webbing
as tight as possible. (Fig. 14).
Also one person can stretch webbing
with a pair of pliers while another
Fig. 11 Hold tension and put in tacks.
tacks it. Next put webbing on the
chair back (Fig. 15). Stretch two
pieces of webbing up and down and one
piece across the inside arm frame. The
webbing here supports the burlap and
padding even 'though springs are not
Fig. 12
used.
Metal webbing can be used in
place of jute webbing. You can buy
a repair kit of metal webbing with
tools and directions. You can also
use metal webbing to reinforce jute
webbing which has been stretched
or broken.
A special stretcher is needed
to grip the metal webbing and
stretch it. Special nails are used
to hold the steel webbing to the
rails.
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Fig. 14

Stretching webbing with a
wooden block.

Attaching Springs to Webbing
Fig. 13

Fig. 15

Stretching a short piece of
webbing.

Webbing pattern used for arms
and backs.

Sew Springs
Turn the chair right side up.
Arrange the springs on the webbing as
they were placed before. If possible,
place each spring where two pieces of
webbing cross but move them if necessary
for a better arrangement. From three
to twelve springs may be used in a seat.
Add springs if too few were used originally. When possible line them up in
straight rows. (Fig. 16) If. the seat
has a wire edge, place the front springs
very close to the front of the frame.
For other types, springs are usually back
about 2 inches from the front.

·~

000

I
jOOO
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.
,,. ~ -· ---- · • ~

Fig. 16

•
•
•
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I
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Locate a pair of tacks at
each end of a row of springs.
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Fig. 17

Sewing spring to webbing.
* Springs can also be
attached with hog rings.
Pliers are needed.

Mark the position of each spring on the
webbing. Remove all but one of the corner
springs which you will sew first. Be sure
this spring is right side up. On top, the
spring wire is either bent down or twisted
around the first coil. This is to keep the
sharp end of the spring from working through
the padding. Place the loose end of the
spring on the side toward the center of the
seat. Thread about 36 inches of mattress or
upholsterers' sewing twine into a straight
upholsterers' needle or sack needle. Fasten
the twine with a heavy knot on the bottom of
the webbing. Take three or four closely
spaced stitches over the bottom spring coil
·and very close to it, in four different
·places. (Fig. 17) Carry the twine under
the webbing to the next spring • . Space
stitches so you can move from one spring to
another without cutting the twine. When
new twine is needed, tie it on the end of
the first piece. When all springs are
sewed, tie the twine to fasten.

Tie Springs

The shape, comfort and durability of the chair depend a great deal on how well
you tie the springs. Various knots are used for thi~ purpose. Professional workers
select a met.hod because of its speed or quality or both. The knot shown here is
strong and easy to do.
The way you tie seat springs depends on how high the springs are to stand above
the frame, whether the finished seat . will be round or flat on top, and whether it
has a wire edge or a hard stuffed edge.
Flat Top Seat - We will first show how to tie springs on the wing chair which
has a flat top seat with a hard stuffed front edge. You tie each row of springs
exactly through the center, first from back to front, then from side to side, then
tie them in both directions diagonally. That means that each spring will be tied
in 8 places. (Fig. 21) In cheap construction, diagonal ties are often omitted.
When redoing a chair of that kind always add the diagonal tie.
Use 6-ply, No. 60 tying twine. As an anchor for tying twine, drive a pair of
No. 12 or 14 webbing tacks, about one-half inch apart, partially into the seat frame,
straight in line with the end of each row of springs (Fig. 18). Leave tacks high
enough so twine can be wrapped around them.
Measure and cut off the amount of twine you need for one row of springs from
front to back. This will depend on the number of springs in the row and whether
or not you use a return tie. For this chair which has a row of three springs and a
return tie, cut off a length about three times the distance across the seat from back
to front over the top of the springs.
Tie first the center row of springs from back to front. About 20" frOOl one end
of the twine, loop the twine over the pair of tacks on the back rail as in Figure
18A. The shorter end will be used for the return tie. Pull the twine to draw it
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very tightly around the tacks, well under the
tack heads. Otherwise the edge of the head
may cut the twine.
Drive the tacks down
firmly.

-

With the long end of twine, tie across
the row of springs at points, 2,3,4,5,6, and
Fasten ends of cord to frame. 7 as in Figure 20. Use the knot shown in Fig.
A. At back of chair.
19. Press the springs down to the correct
B. At front of Chair.
height as they are tied. The height and spacing
of spring ties will determine the shape of the
seat.
For a chair with a removable cushion you
A. Bring twine over
spring wire and back
usually tie springs down slightly lower than
to the left.
the lower arm and back stretchers. All springs
should stand vertical when tied. The top of
the seat should be flat, sloping slightly down
to the back. Next fasten the twine to the
front seat rail (Point 8, Fig. 20). Fasten as
shown in Fig. 18B. Bring the cord between
B. Hold twine firmly in
position on wire.
the two tacks. Wrap it tightly around one
and stretch it across the other to brace it.
Drive in the first tack. Then wrap the twine
around the second tack with the free end under
the cross strand. Pull twine tightly and
C. Loop end over, then
drive in the second tack.

B

Fig. 18

under the first strand
and pull forward to
the left.

D. Pull tight.

Fig. 19

Fig. 20

Knot used to tie springs.

Return tie method for
three springs in a row.
(cross-section of spring)

Use the remaining twine to make return ties
at both front and back at points A,B,C, and D in
Fig. 20. At E, fasten twine to frame by looping it around a tack. Tie other rows of springs
from back to front the same way.
Repeat from
side to side (Fig. 21).
Next tie springs in diagonal rows. Cut a
length of twine for diagonal ties, only twice
the distance to be covered, as you will not
make a return tie.
Knot the twine at the top
of each spring on opposite sides. (Fig. 21).
The last time across each intersection tie together all crossing cords.
This keeps cords
from rubbing and cutting.
The only difference in tying springs for
a seat with a wire edge is that the front row
of springs is pulled forward so their top coil
can be attached to the wire (Fig. 22). Sometimes tbe top coil of front springs is spread
to a larger circumference than on the other
springs.

Round Seat - For a rounded seat top a
return tie is usually not used. For this kind
of seat all springs are tied directly to the
top coil (Fig. 23).
Cut length of tying twine
from l~ to 1 3/4 times the distance across the
seat. Tack one end of twine to the back of the
seat frame as in Fig. 18A. As you loop the
twine around the top coil of the first spring,
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press the spring down to the height of the
seat frame. (It will be higher when released). Hold the spring in position while
you complete the knot. Tie the top coil
of the same spring on the opposite side.
When tied, all springs should stand straight
(not pulled to one side), but the top coil
of the spring next to the rail will tip
slightly toward the rail. (Fig. 22)

Fig. 21

Springs tied.

Continue to tie other springs in the
same row across the chair as you did the
first one. (Fig. 22) Have another person
press springs down to the proper level as
you tie them. Springs will be about the
same distance apart at the top as at the
bottom. The length of twine you leave
between the springs determines the height
of the finished seat. Be guided by the
height of the original seat. Too much
twine lets the springs stand too tall. If
springs are tied too low, the seat is too
hard. At the opposite side of the chair
tack the twine to the seat frame as in
Fig. 18B. Study spring height and make
needed adjustments before you tack twine
permanently.
Tie from side to side in the same way.
Make diagonal ties as described for the
flat seat.

Fig. 22

Anchoring spring to wire
edge at front of seat.

Fig. 23

Springs tied for a rounded
seat.

Chair Back - Tie springs
back like those in the seat.
tie only when the chair has a
with a square edge. Diagonal
not needed.

Fig. 24

in the chair
Use a return
flat back
ties are

Round Seat model shows non-return
(single-twine) tying. Felted
cotton balls have been used as
silencers.
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BACK SPRINGS
If the back springs are placed on
webbing, check the condition of the webbing. Replace or repair as needed, following steps given for seat webbing. Sew
back springs to the webbing.

Fig. 25

Flat Seat model is returntied; only single turn is
used on lower coil. Springs
are tacked to wood base.

Figure 26. Lay the chair, back
down, on your working area. Place
cotton between the spring and metal
bar to act as a silencer. Using one or
two strands of mattress twine, tie two
ways only without a return-tie at the
ends. Tie the springs to form a symmetrical curve as shown.

Back springs in the chair pictured are
on metal bars.

pl~~ed

are compressed to approximately 4¥2
inches at the middle of the back and

3 v.i inches at the side of the back.
Allow the lower springs to be slightly
higher.

Marshall or pocketed innerspring cushion units are occasionally used for backs.
To repair these see page
section II.

2;

Other Types of Springs
It is usually better for the amateur to repair a chair with the same type
springs originally used, but springs can be added to some chairs which did not
have them originally.
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Bar Springs - Some chairs have cone shaped springs mounted on metal bars.
You can buy a new strip of springs to replace old ones which are broken or
weak. Select springs with the same length bar originally used. Usually three
bars of springs are used on the seat of a chair and nine on a sofa. Attach to
the chair by nailing the bar to the wood frame with a large headed nail. Tie
springs as described previously.
Zig-Zag Wire Spring - This is a flat spring which arches across the chair
frame without webbing support. Place strips across the frame no more than three
inches apart. Attach to front and back frame with metal clips and cement coated
nails. Attach to side frame with small springs. Join strips of spring crosswise
with connecting links or with spring twine.

Covering the Springs
Put a heavy duty material such as
heavy burlap or upholsterers' cotton
mesh over the springs to support the
padding. Tack to the top of the seat
frame turning under 1" on each edge.
Start to tack in the center of each
side and work toward the corners.
Space tacks about 1~" apart. Pull the
material firmly, but not tight enough
to depress the springs. If necessary,
cut and fit material around the posts
(Fig. 28).
Sew the burlap to' the top of the
springs. This is an important step
that is often omitted in cheap construction. It cuts down wear by
reducing friction on the cloth. Use
a 4-6 inch curved or sack needle and
sewing twine. Take two stitches at
three or four places on each spring.
Locate stitches so you can go from
one spring to another without breaking the twine (Fig. 29).

A
/

/

Fig. 28

Fitting material ai posts.
A. Corner post not covered with
fabric.
B. Corner post with fabric to
cover post.
C. Side post not covered.

Fig. 29

Sew burlap to springs.

Cover the back springs as you
covered the seat springs. If the
springs are wired together and encased in burlap which is still in
good condition, retack it to the
frame. Or you can re-cover such a
unit with burlap before tacking it
on.
,,, ' ...

,,,,
,,""

,,,,
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Shaping the Roll for the Seat Front
A firm roll along the front of the seat is needed for both comfort and appearance.
If the original roll is in good condition, you may use it again by
tacking or sewing it to the wood frame of spring covering. As you put on the old
roll, keep the outer edge flush with the front edge of the chair.
(Fig. 30) If
a new roll is needed, you can save time and labor by buying one ready made.
There are various ways to form and
hand stitch a roll on the chair. We shall
explain one method to use for a seat with
a wire edge and one for a seat without.
Hard-Edge Seat - Sew an extra strip
of burlap across the front of the chair
to cover the extra edge padding. If the
chair has a rectangular cushion, sew the
burlap on a line drawn through the center
of the front row of springs.
If it has a
"T" cushion, attach the burlap on a line
drawn about 2 inches back of the front
edge of the front posts. Mark this line
with chalk on the spring covering.
Fig. 30

Cover springs with burlap and
tack hard roll to seat frame.
£

,

Fig. 31

,

F
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/
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1.

Moss stuffing for edge roll
with guide lines drawn for
stitching roll.

home

Fig. 32

0

•
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__ _

First stitching of stuffed
roll.

Measure the chair to get the size
of the burlap covering for the roll.
Cut the burlap as long as the distance
from the chalk line on the seat to the
bottom of the front chair rail plus 3 inches
(about 10-12 inches on most chairs). Cut it
6 inches wider than the chair seat.
Note the length in this case is the
shorter dimension. Length in upholstering always means the up and down measurement (vertical to the floor).
Center
the burlap over the chalk line on the
chair seat.
Sew in place with the curved
needle and mattress twine. Lay a thick
pad of moss under the burlap.
(Fig. 31)
Use enough moss so that when compressed
firmly the roll will be about 1~ inch~0
high and flush with front seat rail.
Distribute the moss evenly across the
seat. Pull the burlap tightly over the
moss and baste tack it to the front seat
frame· (Baste tacking is driving tacks
part way in to hold material temporarily).
Use an ice pick to distribute moss evenly.
Add more moss at each end if needed.
When the roll is firm and smooth, you are
ready to hand stitch it.
Draw a dotted chalk line across the
front curve of the seat.
(Fig. 31). Draw
lines C and D, one inch on each side of
the dotted line. Draw line E and B ~
inch beyond C and D. Draw lines A and F,
2 inches beyond B and E.
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Do the first row of stitching on
lines E, F, A, and Bas shown in Fig.
32. Begin at the left side of the seat.
Put the needle in at 1, out at 2, in at
3 and out at 1. Work the padding well
into the roll with the needle or ice pick.
Pull the twine tight and tie at 1. Put
the needle in at 4, out at 5, in at 6,
out at 7 and pull tightly. Proceed across
the seat in the same manner (Fig. 33).

Fig. 33

Second row of stitches for
edge roll.

Fig. 34

First stitching in place.
Second row being done.

Next make a second row of stitching
on lines D and C (Fig. 34). Put needle in
at 1, out at 2, in at 3, and out at 4. Now
tie the loose ends of twine at 1 around the
twine at 4, and pull to the right to tighten.
Make each stitch 3/4" to 1" long. Keep the
needle at right angles to the roll and draw
moss into the roll. Next put the needle in
at 5 and out at 6, in at 7 and out at 8.
Loop the twine hanging at 4 around the
needle at 8 as shown in Figure 33 and 34.
Pull the twine firmly to the right.
Continue in this same way across the front
of the seat, regulating and pulling the
moss into the roll.
Wire-Edge Seat - Sew a wire-edge
seat as shown in Fig. 35.

Edge Roll for Wood Frame
A small roll of padding should be
tacked on the edges of the frame of the
arms, back and wings which will be covered. This roll (1) keeps stuffing from
working away from the edges, (2) gives a
firm foundation for other padding, and
(3) keeps edge of wood from wearing the
cover. You can buy prebuilt edge rolls,
make them on a chair or make them and
tack to the chair. (Figs. 36, 37, and 38).

Fig. 35

Stitch for roll with wire
edge.

To make a small edge roll on the
chair, cut a piece of burlap 2 inches
wide and as long as the edge to be padded.
Cut it straight with the thread for
straight edges and bias for curved. Use
wider b~rlap strips for larger rolls.
Place ~·· of one edge of burlap on the
edge of the wood, covering it with a ~"
strip of cardboard. On outside curves
lay a few pleats in the burlap to give
needed fullness. The cardboard must be
flush with the edge of the wood (Fig. 36).
The other 1~ inches of burlap will extend
beyond the wood. Tack the burlap and
cardboard to the wood. Pack some moss
into a very firm even roll about 3/4"
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to 1" in diameter - tapered to ~" at the
ends (Fig. 37). Lay the roll of moss on
the cardboard, pull the burlap very tightly over it, and tack to the frame with a
second row of tacks just outside the first
(Fig. 37).
You can make a separate edge roll
by sewing a firmly packed roll of moss
into a strip of burlap with upholsterers'
twine. Tack this roll onto the edge of
the wood as for a connnercially made roll •
.........- - 3

Fig. 36

A stuffed edge roll for front

of arm.
1. Wood Frame
2. Cardboard strip
3. Burlap strip
4. Moss
S. Completed roll

...J(

Padding
Stuffings provide padding over spring
and frame edges, softening and shaping
furniture lines. Ideally the stuffing
gives enough resiliency so that upholstered surf aces and cushions return to shape
after bearing weight. Both fiber and
foam stuffings are used.
Fiber Stuffing - The best fiber
stuffing is springy and has individual
fibers, long and tough enough to retain
considerable curl. The closer the stuffing is to this ideal, the less it will"
pack down •

The most resilient fiber stuffing
is hair, in either loose or rubberized
form.
Note: Stuffings are hard to locate
but your local upholstery shop will know
the suppliers.

Fig. 37

Shaped edge roll on curved
arm.
Details
Mitered edge roll

Padding Seat with Moss or Hair
You are now ready to put moss or
hair padding on the seat, inside arms
and wings. You will need about 4 to 5
pounds of moss for this wing chair.
Over this padding, cotton felt is used
to give a smooth surface.
Moss Padding on Seat Springs Fluff about one pound of moss and spread
it over the burlap covering the seat
springso Use enough so you cannot feel
the springs through it. This is a layer
of loose moss about 2 inches thick which
can be compressed to 3/4 inch. Pack the
moss evenly and firmly over the entire
seat area (Fig. 38). Padding for a seat
with a loose cushion is thinner than for

Butt-jointed
edge roll
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one without. Sew the loose moss to the
burlap base with a large curved needle
and a long strand of mattress twine (Fig.
38). Tighten the twine and tie the ends
together. If you have no long curved
needle you can sew the moss with a straight
needle. Put it back and forth between the
springs and webbing so stitches go through
only the moss and burlap.
Rubberized Hair Padding - Sheets of rubberized curled hair may be used -as padding
in place of moss. This is sold in 3/4
inch or 1 inch thicknesses. It consists
of an even layer of rubber coated curled
horse or winter hog hair attached to a
firm mesh backing. It is lightweight,
resilient, strong and inexpensive. You
can cut it easily with scissors.

Fig. 38

Sew moss padding to seat.

For an even flat layer of padding,
simply cut rubberized hair to the desired
size and cement, sew or tack it in place.
Have the hair side up. At places where
you need thicker padding simply put extra
pieces of hair padding under the top layer.
You can bevel the edges of the sheets of
rubberized hair by trinnning with scissors.
Cotton and Muslin Cover - Always
put a layer of cotton felt padding over
the moss or hair. Cut so cotton comes
just to the sides of the seat frame.
Simply lay cotton over the seat. You may
have to use a few tacks to hold it on
the arms and back.

Fig. 39

Tack muslin on seat and sew
padding on chair backo

At this point a professional worker
would stretch the outer covering over the
padding. It is easier, however, for the
beginner to shape each part if he fi~~c
puts on a muslin undercover. Cut muslin
large enough to turn under 1 inch and
baste tack to the frame all around (drive
tacks in only part way), so you can later
make needed adjustments. Fasten muslin with
tacks first in the center back, then center
front, the center of each side. Work toward
the corners. Keep the threads of the muslin
straight each way and pull evenly. Space
tacks about 1 inch apart. Miter corners to
fit smoothly around corner posts and arms
(Fig. 39). Cut out excess material and fit
smoothly around front corners of seat.
Remember to pull muslin cover tight. Remove
and replace tacks as needed to take up extra
muslin.
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Padding the Back
Lay the chair on its back and cover the inside back quite thickly with about
pounds of moss. Sew moss to the burlap covering of the springs (Fig. 39).
Cover with a layer of upholsterers' cotton. Cut muslin cover large enough to tack
to the frame on the back of the chair. Use baste tacks until you are satisfied
with the shape. Mark the middle of the top and the bottom of the back rails and
the middle of the top and bottom of the muslin. Tack the middle of the muslin
to the middle of the bottom rail at the back, then again 5 inches on each side of
the center. Pull the muslin tightly up over the inside back while you compress
the filling. Tack the muslin at the middle of the top rail, then again 5 inches
on each side of the middle. Cut muslin to fit around the bottom corner posts.
Leave a strip of muslin at the corner called a "string" which you pull down between
the bottom rail and seat rail and tack on the front edge of the rear post. Baste
tack across bottom rail. You must remove these tacks when you put the outer cover
over the seat and back. Next, cut the inside back muslin to fit around the arms.
Make two cuts on the weave of the muslin from the edge toward the arm. Locate
them about 2 inches below the f1nished upright top of the arm and 3/4 inches apart.
Pass the muslin "string" under the arm so it can be tacked at the extra rail.
You will make this same cut in the outer covering. A cutting error you might make
on the muslin can be corrected on the outer covering.
l~

Pull the muslin which is below the arms between the two back rails and tack.
Pull the muslin above the arms, between the rails to the back and tack on the rear
edges of the back post. Continue baste tacks across the top rail. Have another
person compress the padding as you tack. Work fullness at corners into evenly
spaced pleats that face downward. When the chair back is smooth, firm, and shaped
as desired, drive tacks in completely on top and sides.
Placing hair padding on a round arm.
' - -

Padding the Arms
Tack burlap or cotton mesh tightly
over the webbing on the inside of the
arm frame. (Fig. 40). •
Cover the inside and top arms with
moss and cotton as you did the back.*
(Figs. 40 and 41). Make the moss thickest
at the front of the arms and pack very
tightly. The amount you use governs the
shape of the arms. You can make the top
of the arms more firm and durable if you
pad and cover them before you pad the inside arms (Fig. 42).

Fig. 40

Stitch padding to burlap on
inside arm.

Cut muslin to cover arms. To find
the size, measure the length from the outside of the bottom arm rail up over the
filling on the inside arm to the outside
edge of the tack rail, under the top arm
railo For the width, measure from center
of the front post to the back of the back
post. Add two inches extra to both length
and width.

*Can use foam strips. Thickness depends on design of chair. Usually 3/4" is
sufficient. Use rubber cement to attach foam to chair. Use upholstery cotton
over foam strips.
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BURLAP

Fig. 41

Cross-section of arm with twocompartment padding.
Placing muslin cover on a round arm chair.

Keep the grain of the muslin straight. Baste tack until you are satisfied with
the shape of the arms. Tack first at the top of the front of the arm. Next tack
at the front of the wing where it joins the arm. Cut muslin here to fit around the
wood. Next pull the muslin over the edge roll on the front of the arm. Stretch
around front curve and tack. (Fig 40) Stretch muslin through the point where arms
join seat at the front and cut to fit around the wood post, and tack. Stretch and
tack top outside arm along the bottom arm rail (Fig. 41). Next cut muslin to fit
around the point where the bottom arm rail meets the bottom back rail. Leave a
"string" here to attach to inner side of rear post below the bottom back rail. Study
sh.ape of both arms, make needed adjustments, finish driving tacks and trim the
muslin. Leave baste tacks where muslin is tacked to side seat rail. You must
take OU"t .these tacks when you put on the outer covering. You have already
attached edge rolls and burlap to the wings. Next put on moss and cotton
padding as you did on other parts. Then stretch muslin over padding and
baste tack on back and outside of wing frame. When both wings are smooth
and firm and the same size, tack permanently. (Fig. 42)

Foam Padding
Both urethane {plastic) and rubber foam are resilient, comfortable, durable,
lightweight, allergy-free and resistant to moth, mildew and bacteria. They never
lump, mat, shift, or sag, and can be washed. They are easy to use for upholstering.
They respond differently to pressure, however. Urethane has a slower "bounce
back" than rubber. This reaction is not a disadvantage. Urethane combines excellent
support with easy response to pressure. You have the sensation of sitting "in"
rather than "on" urethane.
Urethane is not damaged by dry cleaning solvents, is resistant to oils, ultraviolet light, and abrasion. Rubber must be protected from all of these. Urethane
can be used in direct contact with plastic while rubber deteriorates plastic unless
they are separated by a layer of fabric. Urethane is more slip-retardent than rubber.
This means that with urethane, cushion welting stays in place and fabric covering
is not likely to creep or wrinkle. Urethane is tough and can stand tacking that
would tear rubber. Urethane is about half the weight of rubber and is also less
expensive.
In upholstering, the two foams are used much alike. Any difference is due to
greater toughness of urethane which requires less protection from stain.
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Urethane Foam - is sold in sheets of different thicknesses and densities.
Sheets are uniform throughout. Molded cushions with open inside pores are made.
Urethane has various trade names such as: polyfoam, polyurethane, polyether, polyester, etc.
Rubber Foam - Types used for upholstery include solid slab, cored stock, and
molded cushions. Use firm or medium density on plywood seats, medium on spring and
webbing seats, soft on arms or backs of chairs.
Solid slabs or sheets are used for thin padding on wood or metal bases, over other
padding or on back or arms of chairs. They are from ~ to 2 inches thick.
Cored stock has molded openings on the underside. Usual thicknesses are l~ to 4~
inches. Use it where deeper cushioning is needed over plywood, webbing, coil
springs or zig-zag spring. You can cement two layers together to make a loose
cushion. Molded cushions in a variety of sizes and shapes can be bought already
shaped and ready to use.

Bases for Foam
Both Urethane and rubber foam may be used over any of these bases: (1) Coil
or zig-zag springs covered with burlap or with burlap and a thin layer of padding
(Fig. 43). (2) Interlaced strips of jute webbing about 1 inch apart and tacked to
the top of chair frame (Fig. 44). If webbing must be spaced wider, use burlap
under the foam. (3) Plywood, 3/8 to 3/4 inches thick with ~ inch holes to permit
air passage. Space holes about ~ to 4 inches apart.

A. On seat.

Fig. 43

B. On back

Foam over springs and padding.

Steps in Using Foam
1.

Make a Pattern as a guide for cutting foam. Fit paper on area to be covered.
Mark exact size fitting it carefully around arms and posts (Fig. 37). Next
draw an oversizing allowance on all sides of pattern. This extra size is
needed to make the covering material fit snugly and stay in place. Amounts
to add to all sides of the pattern are: (a) for slab foam on small pieces, ~
inch all arou~d; (b} for cored foam on chairs, and love seats, ~ inch all around;
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(c) for larger two-cushioned davenports
and built-ins, 3/4 inch on all sides;
(d) for full length davenports 2~ inches
on the length.
This oversizing allowance should
be a little more for soft densities of
foam and a little less for firm densities. For a rounded "cushioned" edge
(Fig. 46B) add an extra ~ inch. Mark
openings for arms and posts ~ inch
smaller than actual measurements to
get a snug fit. Cut out pattern.
2.

Cut Foam - Fasten pattern to smooth
side of foam with adhesive or masking tap~.
Mark around pattern with an indelible
pencil (first dampen the foam on the
cutting line) or a ball point pen. Cut
on the outside of the marked line with
sharp shears (6-inch blades preferred).
Dampen shears for easy cutting.

Cut clear through foam which is
inches or less thick. To cut thicker
pieces hold shears vertically and cut
through the top inch only. Move to ~he
edge of the table, spread, and cut
through the lower part. For a beveled
edge cut vertically first, then trim
to desired contour. Smooth with sand
paper if needed.
1~

Fig. 44

Fig. 45
3.

Webbing base for foam.

Insert extra piece of foam to
shape

Reinforce rubber foam with strips
of adhesive tape before making curved
cut-outs for arms or posts. This is
not needed on plastic foam. Lay strips
of tape to extend at least 1 inch inside cutting line. Re-mark from pattern
and cut through tape. For inside cuts
with straight edges, reinforce cut ~dges
with 1 inch strips of tape.

Test Foam- Put foam on chair to try out for comfort and appearance. Fasten to
frame with adhesive tape where needed. If you want a more rounded or shaped
effect you can add an extra piece of foam or other padding under the regular
piece (Fig. 45). Cement or sew insert in place.

Save left-over pieces. They can be cemented together and used. Reinforce
joinings with tape. You can use scraps for cushion stuffing or toys.
4.

Use a Tacking Strip - A tacking strip is used on the edge of foam to reinforce
it, to attach it to the frame or to shape the edge. A tacking strip can be
used any of th.e three ways shown in Figure 46. You can buy a pressure sensitive
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tape or use strips of muslin 2, 3, or
4 inches wide attached with rubber
cement. Spread a 2 inch band of cement
on both the edge of the muslin and the
edge of the foam. When the cement is
tacky, put the two bands together. Pull
the muslin to fit flat. Don't put the
cemented edges under strain for several
hours.
Tack foam to frame through tacking
strips using no. 3 or 4 tacks. Baste
tack until shape is satisfactory.

A. Square edge

B. Cushion edge

5.

Cement to Frame - Flat pieces of foam may
be cemented directly to chair. Spread
a cross of cement in the center of the
piece, then a band of cement entirely
around the edge. Apply cement to both
edges, let set until tacky, then press
together. Press lightly until properly located, then press firmly into place.

6.

Apply Cover - Avoid fabrics that stretch
excessively. Put a muslin cover over
the foam if the outside cover has a
high pile or is loosely woven. Plastic
covering deteriorates in direct contact
with rubber padding. If plastic covering does not have a fabric back, use
muslin between it and rubber foam. Other
covering materials may be put d·irectly
over foam.

Using Separate Foam Cushions
C. Feathered edge

Fig. 46

Using Tacking Strip.

Molded cushions may be bought in many
sizes and shapes. If you are replacing a
spring filled cushion, buy a new foam one
3/4 to 1 inch longer and wider than the
cord to cord measurement. Make a fabric
cover for a foam seat cushion 3/4 to 1 inch
smaller than the cushion.

Plan the Outer Cover
Before you start the outer cover, examine the chair and make any needed adjustments in the padding or muslin. Smooth or add extra filling if needed.
Lay old cover on the chair to check for size and for location of designs in
the fabric. Plan to change the size or shape of the new cover to provide for changes
you made in the thickness or shape of the padding. An amateur will find it a
little easier to cut the new cover a little larger than the old to give a margin of
safety in fitting.
If you use a pile fabric, cut it so the direction of pile on the finished
chair is from top to bottom and from back to front.
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Block out on the new material all the
main pieces so you can avoid waste in cutting. If you are to cover cording for seams,
plan where you will cut strips for this use.
If cording is to fit around curves it must
be cut on the bias. If all seams are straight
you can cut cording on the straight of the
grain. Cut strips 1~ inches wide.
Join strips for cording with a 45 degree
angle seam as in Fig 49. This lessens bulk
at the seam. Press seams open. Stitch the
strip over cotton welt cord. Use a cording
foot on the sewing machine and stitch as
closely as possible to the cord.

Fig. 47

Foam edge roll on seat.

When using the old cover for a pattern,
match the lengthwise and crosswise grain
on the new material. Draw the cutting line
on the new material with chalk. Mark slashes
from the old cover with chalk. Check them
on the chair before you slash the new material.
If the new material has a stripe or
design, be sure that both arms are alike,
that large designs are centered on major
pieces and that stripes on joining pieces
match. (See section on selecting upholstery
fabric.)

Outer Covering

.
\

Fig. 48
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Joining strips for cording
(See section on cutting and
covering cording.)

In selecting an upholstery fabric consider where and how the chair will be used.
The amateur must also decide whether he has
the skill and equipment to use the kind of
material desired.
Chairs which will have hard wear should
be covered with material that is very durable and will resist soil or be easily cleaned. Wool, linen, and some of the man-made
fibers such as nylon, olefin, and the acrylics
are very durable. Blends of these fibers
with cotton may give satisfactory service at
a reasonable price. Cotton wears well but
needs a soil resistant finish if it is to
be most serviceable. Rayon, aceta~e and silk
are usually rather fragile. Plastic and
leather, when properly put on, can be very
durable and easily cleaned. They are hard
for the inexperienced person to use if seams
or cording must be sewed. Plastic must be
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properly cut and fit to prevent tearing.
Fabrics with a silicone or other water repellent finish resist water soluble
soil. A patented finish put .on by the manufacturer also resists oily soil. Soil
resistant finishes are most effective when applied by the manufacturer. Some kinds
can be put on by the dry cleaner, the upholsterer or at home.
The weave of the material affects its durability. Firm, closely woven materials
made from tightly twisted yarns wear well. Loose weaves with long threads on the
surface arP- easily pulled and soil more readily. Some fabric will shrink. If
possible, buy a fabric that is treated for shrinkage. Very heavy fabrics with special
backing may be too heavy to sew with home sewing machines. Popular material for
general use are tapestry, rib weaves, tweed, flat textures, novelty weaves, frieze
and matelasse. More formal fabrics include brocades, satin weaves, damask and
brocatelle.
Color fast materials are always to be preferred.
Color, design, and type of weave should be in character with the size and type
of chair, kind and color of wood and use and decoration of the room. Choose st_u rdy
or formal fabrics to blend with the chair or place it is used. Consider the amount
of pattern already in the room in deciding between a plain or patterned fabric.
Patterned material shows soil less than plain. Tweeds and textures also resist soil
without adding pattern which may be undesirable in a room.
Materials for covering upholstered furniture should be obtained from an upholstery supply house or a dealer that specializes in upholstery materials. Be sure to
avoid slip cover and drapery fabrics as these are not made for furniture covering
and do not hold up when used for this purpose.

Plastic
Plastic upholstery materials are durable and easy to keep clean. Plastic may
tear under strain, however, unless it is properly cut and applied. Home sewing
machines often will not sew heavy plastic. Therefore, the home worker may be limited
to using plastic for furniture covers which can be tacked on. If you are inexperienced in handling plastic you should begin with a piece of furniture which has simple lines and few fitting problems.
You can get upholstery plastics with or without a fabric backing and in different weights. Those with a fabric backing are less likely to tear or puncture than
those without. Backing may be either woven or knit fabric. Those with the knit
backing are often called "elastic" plastic. This type stretches in both direction!?
and is easier to tailor than the kind with a woven backing. Another kind is porous
so that air can pass through it. The texture of this kind is similar to fabric.
Upholstery plastics come in many attractive colors and interesting textures, in
heavy, medium and light weights. Heavy weights are usually used for public seating.
Medium weights can be used over springs or deep cushioned padding. Light weights
should be used only for flat work where high tear strength is not needed.

Steps in Using Plastic
Preparing the Foundation - Pad or round all sharp corners or edges of the furniture frame. This is necessary on leg or arm posts or back and seat corners. Padded
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surfaces should be fairly flat. It is hard to fit plastic on a high rounded crown
without wrinkling. If you put a muslin cover over the padding it is easier to fit
the outside plastic cover.
Cutting - Block out a paper pattern for each piece, adding a 1 inch seam or
tacking allowance. Don't skimp the size. Mark around pattern pieces on the back of
the plastic with a soft pencil or tailor's chalk. Instead of basting or pinning
plastic, anchor it with adhesive or cellophane tape.

When cutting around an inner curve or recess always make a smooth curved cut.
pointed or angular cut will tear easily when stretched.

----------~---~

Fig. 50

Cut plastic like this •••

A

Not like this •••

Always punch a hole at the end of a cut into plastic. The hole must be round
and clean-cut and as large in diameter as practical (about 3/16 to~ inch). Use
a paper punch or an upholsterer's punch. Stop the cut back from the end. Punch the
hole where the cut will end. Put the point of the scissors into the hole and cut
out toward the first cut, don't try to cut into the hole as you may nick the opposite
edge. Such a nick can start a tear. With unbacked plastic, reinforce points of
unusual stress with fabric tape on back.
Fitting - Apply plastic upholstery in a warm room (65 to 80 degrees). Fit
just tightly enough to remove wrinkles. Don't overstretch. Plastic with a woven
fabric back stretches from selvage to selvage. Elastic plastic or the kind without
a backing stretches both ways.
Tacking - Use tacks with round shanks and large flat heads. Drive tacks straight
down. Don't let one edge of the head cut into the cover. Place tacks 3/8 inch or .
more from the cut edge and keep in a straight row. On a straight edge keep tacks
about 1 inch or more apart. To ease material into place on corners, space tacks ~
to ~ inch or more apart.

On plastic without a fabric back it is best to tack through a double thickness
by folding material over at the edges. If you baste-tack (temporary tacking) be
sure tacks are driven into a part that will be hidden.
Sewing - Do not sew by hand. Adjust sewing machine to 6 to 8 stitches pe.: inch~
Use a fine needle. Loosen tension and lighten pressure on the foot. Use mercerized
or heavy duty cotton thread. Sew at least 3/8 inch from the edge. Never backstitch
or sew one row on the top of another. Stitch slowly. If plastic doesn't slide easily
in the machine, dust with talcum powder.

MEASURING AND LAYOUT
Some people seem to think that in measuring furniture you simply take a tape
measure or a ruler and mark down the measurements as you make them.
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Measuring should be done so that you have accurate figures to use for laying
out the various materials and for cutting. To avoid mistakes follow exact steps
in measuring and use the same steps every time.
Always measure the width first. This is standard in a great many fields and serves
to avoid confusion. In upholstery it is important as the fabric comes in 54 inch
widths and the design must run correctly across the width. If this is done there will
be no mistakes in the pattern when the work is completed. This automatically avoids
many errors.
Always measure across the widest part of a surface.
to cover this there will be plenty for the rest.

If there is enough material

List the parts of the project in sequence and then measure them in that order.
This will prevent overlooking any part of the work. In making measurements always
remember to add about three to four inches to all measurements where stretching and
tacking will be done, and abo~t a half inch to each one where there will be a seam.
Once you have made the measurements list them by name and then show the widths
and depth. Also mark down the number of pieces of that size you will need. For
example, you will need two pieces for the inside arm. Other items that require two
pieces include inside wings, outside wings, outside arms, panels, and cushion.
Figure 51
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You will need several pieces for
cushion boxing, zipper boxing, welt, and
the flounce. Only one piece will be needed
for bottom band, front seat, inside back,
outside back, and back band.
In measuring be sure that you run the
tape measure or ruler all the way to the
back of each piece. Also be sure to look
over the illustrations (Figs. 51 and Si),
and see just where the measurements should
be made. For example, the front seat will
need to have five inshes added at each side
in order to make the corners and finish the
seat. Notice that ~ertain lines are carried
around some parts in order to include the
entire amount of covering needed. Be sure
to allow for the extra number of pieces
and mark them as left, right, or center.
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Fig. 52
Be sure that the width is always
marked down first and measured across the
layout. Continue to put in the pieces as
you would a jig saw puzzle. When you have
laid out all the pieces, then add up the
depths of all the pieces that are on the
left side of the plan. Divide this figure
by 36 to obtain the number of yards of
material needed.
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Fig. 53

WING CHAIR
OUTSIDE BACK

OUTSIDE WING

INSIDE WING

INSIDE BACK
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STRETCHERS may be used as tacking extensions on
expensive cover fabric if hidden on finished piece.
Stretcher
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To make the layout, take a sheet of paper nnd draw lines . to represent the fabric.
liark at the top the uidth of your fabric - 54", 48" or 36". The paper may be
long enough to drau the paL"ts to scale, but this is not necesaary. Block in the
pieces, ·writing the name and width of each. Hri te the leneths at the margins.
Start uith the widest. parts, although the order may be adjusted to fit the design
·of the fabric. The motif in some patte ~:ne<l fabrics must be centered on certain pieces the inside back, the cushioned top, the front border and skirt. Solid col~ fabrics
and all-over patterns cut to best advanta3e by starting with the widest pieces and
fitting the smaller pieces into the leftover spaces. Total both columns of length
measurement. The largest fi~ure is the yaLda3e of fabric required.
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The seat under the cushio~ takes a square of denim or other material 24" or more,
not shown in layout.
You may wish to block your pattern on paper. Write the dimensions on each
block and have an arrow showing length measurements. If your fabric has large
florals, plaids, or stripes, you will need to consider the size and spacing of
designs. Your paper pattern will h.elp you in selecting the best width of material
for your chair. Here is an example.
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G
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Putting on the Cover
Use the following method for putting
the outer cover on a chair which has wood
exposed around the bottom and a cording
finish. Methods of putting covers on other
styles of chairs are described on pages 22
and 23.
Seat - First, tack cording just above the
wood frame all around the bottom of. the chair.
Have the finished edge of the cording against
the finished wood.

Fig. 54

Blind tack front seat edge.

Fig. 55

Turn seat cover back and tack
to frame under arms and back.

Fig. 56

Blind tack lower outside
arm to frame.

You can use denim or lining material
for the part of the seat which is always
covered with a cushion. You will need from
l~ to 2 yards of this material so you can
also use it for piercings and "stretchers."
To fit the piece on the front of the seat,
pin and then sew in darts at the front
corners. Machine stitch the front to the
back seat piece. Blind tack the lower edge of
the seat front to the frame over the cording
(Fig. 54). Use no. 6 tacks and tack through
cardboard strips to make a smooth edge. Release the baste tacks that hold the inside
arm and back to the seat frame. Pull the
covering smoothly over the seat and tack it
to the frame. (Fig. 55). Begin to tack on
the center of each side and move toward corner
posts. Slash material to fit smoothly around
posts. If you don't cut far enough you can't
stretch the material smoothly. If you cut
too far you may leave a hole. Slashing and
fitting material is one of the arts of upholstering that you learn from experience.

Fig. 57

Sew top of outside arm in place.
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Inside Back, Arms and Wings - Put
on the same way as you did the muslin undercover.
Outside Wing - Tack cording around the
outer edge of the wings. Place cardboard
in the lip of the cord to hold it in place.
Bend cardboard and cording around gentle
curves but snip them to lie flat around
sharp corners. Locate outside wing cover
and baste tack at two or three places to
hold
it temporarily. Trim and turn under
START WELT HERE
~" at the front edge where it joins the cord.
Slip stitch this at the front edge where it
joins the cord. Slip stitch this edge to
the cord using a small curved needle and
heavy duty sewing thread. Tack the back
edge of the wing on the outside back of the
chair and on the bottom edge where it will be covered by the outside arm. Repeat
on the other wing.
Outside Arm - Test the fit of the outside arm pieces and mark the turn-under
allowance at the bottom with pins. Blind tack the bottom with a cardboard strip as
you did seat front (Fig. 56). Pin tip and front edges in place. Sew with the small
curved needle and heavy duty sewing thread (Fig. 57). Slash and cut away excess
material to fit around curves. Tack back edge on the back of the frame.
Outside Back - Put on like the outside arm.
tacks instead of sewing it.

You can attach the back with gimp

Front Arm Panel - Tack cording around the edge of the front arm panel. Baste
tack shaped piece of covering temporarily on arm panel. Turn ~ inch all around.
Trim, slash and cut out to fit smoothly around curves. (Fig. 58). Blind stitch
to cording with the curved needle.
Bottom of Chair - Tack a piece of dark cambric or denim over the bottom of
the chair. Turn under the raw edges. Begin in the center of each side and work
toward the corners. Keep the fold and tacks back at least ~ inch from the outside edge.

Covering Separate Cushions
If you are to make only a new outer covering for the cushion, use the old
cover as a pattern. If the inside has been changed, the size of the outer
covering may have to be changed also. Unless material ravels badly, use a ~
inch seam allowance on both sides.
Cut the cushion on the straight of the material and center any design in the
fabric. Mark the seam lines with chalk. Mark the center of each side of both
the cushion top and bottom.
Baste the cording to both the cushion top and bottom, exactly on the marked
seam line. Start at the middle of the back, place the finished edge of the cording
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toward the inside of the cushion piece
(Fig. 59). Clip cording to fit around
sharp corners. To join ends of cording,
rip open about 2 inches at each end. Cut
off ends of inner cord so they butt where
they meet. Pull one strip of cover over
the joining. Fold other end back about ~
inch and sew the two ends together (Fig.
59). Machine sew cording to cushion top
and bottom.

LAP AND JOttt

RAW

~lAM

Fig. 59

EOC.[

Sew cord to cushion top and
bottom.

Seam boxing strips together and press
seams open. Check length of boxing by
laying it around the cushion. Mark on the
boxing the center point of each side of the
cushion.
Have both cover and boxing wrong side
out as you join them. (Fig. 60). Match
the four center points of the boxing to the
top of the cushion on the cording seam line.
Pin and ~aste boxing _to the cover, working
from the center to the corners. Ease in
extra fullness at each corner. Machine
stitch the boxing very close to the cording.
In the same way pin, baste and stitch
the boxing to the bottom cover along the
front and about 1/3 of the way down ea~h
side. Leave the rest of the side and back
open to insert the cushion unit. Turn the
cover right side out, shaping corners from
the inside. Press.

Fig. 60

'.Fig. 61

Join boxing to cushion top.

Place the cushion unit in the new cover.
Turn down the seam allowance along the open
section of boxing. Pin boxing to the seam
line on cushion top with upholsterers' pins
spaced about 1 inch apart. Ease in fullness
at the corners. Blind stitch opening with
heavy duty thread.

OTHER TYPES OF CHAIRS
A Club or Easy Chair

A

The springs and padding for a club or
easy chair are put on like those of the
wing chair just described. Use the original
method as a guide for putting on the outer
cover. When there is no exposed wood around
the bottom of the chair you attach covering
on the outside of the chair at the top first.
Fig. 61 shows how to put on front seat panel.
Put on inside arm and back like the wing chair.
Put on outside arm and back as follows: (1)
tack trinuning cord where needed on edges
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c

B
Fig.

61

Putting front seat panel on club chair.

(Fig. 62), (2) blind tack sections of cover at top (Fig. 63 and 64), (3) turn down
and stitch to cording on each side (Fig. 65), (4) tack under bottom of chair, (5)
cover and attach front arm panel as in Fig. 56. Fig. 66 shows the completed chair.

Fig. 62

Tacking cording on the
back edge.

Fig. 63

Blind tacking
outside arm.

Fig. 66
Fig. 65

Slip stitch outside back to
cording.

~

¥ig. b4

Blind tacking
outside back at
top.

The finished club chair.
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Fig. 67

The fireside chair.
Webbing and springs
in place, covered
with burlap and
hard edge roll put
on.

Fig. 68

Moss padding sewed
in place. Seat
ready for cotton
padding. Back
webbing covered
with burlap.

Fig. 69

Finished
fireside
chair.

Occasional Chairs
When you upholster occasional, Victorian or platform chairs use the basic
processes described for putting on webbing and spr!ngs, tying and covering
springs, making rolled edges or using moss, hair or foam padding. In general, f0llow the original method used as you reupholster a chair. You may wish to add
springs to chairs which did not have them. Or you may want to use foam padding
on chairs that previously had spring cushions.
The fireside chair in Figs. 67, 68, 69 has a seat with springs on webbing.
Springs are tied for a round top. The back is padded with a thick !aye~ or moss
covered with upholsterers' cotton.
The Victorian chair (Figs. 70, 71, 72) has springs tied with return ties for
a flat seat as in Figure 21. A hard edge roll is made on the seat. A gimp finishing braid will be used to cover the raw edge on the outside of the cover where it
is tacked to the seat rail. When the outer cover is heavy and firm it is not
necessary to turn the outer edge under when the gimp is used. Begin seat gimp at
one back corner post. Begin gimp on the chair back at the center bottom. Begin
gimp for the arm at the inside center of arm pads. You can tack gimp on with
evenly spaced gimp tacks. Gluing gimp on makes a smoother joining. Use gimp tacks
at the start and at sharp corners. You can use a few baste tacks to hold gimp in
place until the glue sets. Keep glue back from the edges of the gimp so it won't
show from the top when it spreads.

Remove the platform from a platform rocker while you put on webbing. The
rocker in Figs. 73 and 74 has ! hard stitched edge roll on the seat. The original
edge padding was saved and reused. Moss and cotton padding are used on the arms
and back. Edges are finished with hammered brass upholstery nails. When you use
decorative nails, baste tack the edge of the covering. Mark the spacing of the
nails on a piece of cardboard. Hold the cardboard on the edge of the cover to find
if any baste tacks must be moved so as not to interfere with the placing of the
decorative nails. Use this same cardboard marker as a guide when you drive the
decorative nails.
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Fig. 70

Burlap is slip
tacked over the
padding before
stitching the
hard roll around
seat edges.

Fig. 71

Hard roll stitched
on all four sides.
Seat is flat.

Fig. 72

Cotton padding
over burlap is
covered with
muslin. Seat
is ready for
outside covering.

GLUE THE &ACK OF THE GIMP ·
SPREAD THE GLUE EVENL y WITH
A SMALL PIECE OF CAROIOARO

SlllP.

Fig. 73

The platform rocker with
webbing in place and springs
completely tied for a flat
seat.

Gimping an antique chair.

Fig. 74

The finished platform rocker,
showing gimp trim with brass
upholstery nails.
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SECTION II
SPECIAL HELPS FOR SPECIFIC CHAIRS
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Repairing Innerspring Cushions
Often the innerspring cushions of upholstered chairs and sofas get out of
shape while the other parts of the piece of furniture are still in good condition.
If the cushion is repaired and a fresh slip cover is added, the chair or sofa may
look new.
Repairing innerspring cushions is fairly simple. Often the same springs and
padding materials may be used, with possibly a layer of new cotton added to top,
bottom, and sides.
If the cushion has the inner spring unit made up of a number of springs welded
together and these are broken, it may be better to buy a new unit or even a new
cushion.
Cushion springs usually come in a single covered unit. They may be individual coil springs wired together and encased in burlap or a muslin covered inner
spring unit. A new kind that is popular is the foam rubber cushion which requires
only a thin layer of cotton padding.
Consider your time and the money before you decide.
It takes about three
hours to rebuild the inner spring cushion with coil springs.

Material and Equipment
The amount of unbleached muslin or drill needed to cover the cushion will be
determined by the number and size of the springs.
For units made of three inch
springs, the following approximate yardage will be needed:
30
36
42
48
56
64
72

spring
spring
spring
spring
spring
spring
spring

unit
unit
unit
unit
unit
unit
unit

2
2
2
2
3
3
3

yards
~ yards
~ yards
3/4 yards
1/6 yards
~ yards
~ yards

You will also need (1) upholstery pins and straight pins, (2) Number 30 or 40
white cotton thread, (3) 2~ yards heavy muslin or closely woven cotton fabric, (4)
enough cotton to pad the cushion (1 ~to 2 ~pounds), (5) mattress twine, and (6)
slip cover material of good design, desirable color, fast to light and laundering
and of a fabric that will wear well.
Fabric which is firm in hand and closely woven
of tightly twisted yarn will hold its shape, fit snugly, and will wear well and
wash well: A fabric treated to repel moisture and soil and to shed wrinkles will
increase the wear of the slip cover.
You will need a sewing machine, a zipper or cording foot, a tape measure,
scissors, pins, a ruler, a darning needle, and tailor's chalk.
To determine the width to cut the cloth for each row of pockets, measure the
spring at the widest point at one end (Fig. 75 ). For the three inch tall spring,
add three inches for side boxing.
(Fig. 75) plus one inch for seam. Then
double this measure.
For example, a spring three inches across the top, plus three
inches of the side boxing, plus one inch for seam equals seven inches. Doubling
this amount equals 14 inches, which is the width of the strip needed for each row of
pockets.
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Tabels I, II, and III give the various
size springs and width to cut strips, and
the number of strips to cut for springs.

Construction of Pockets for Spring Units
Measure on the muslin the amount required for each strip, and cut enough strips
to make the required rows of pockets for
the spring unit (see Table II). In the
example just cited, each strip would be cut
14 inches.
FiJ,!urt• 7.5--Poinb at "hid' 111t·a~urt·111t•nls of
sprinJ!s !-hould ht· mudt•.

TABLE 1-\\'idt h of St rilJ!"

N~edt'd

for flows of S1nings

of Various Sizes

Measure ac.-ross to1J

('oil
Coil
Coil
Coil
Coil
Coil

Width to rnt ~trips

1 !,i in.
sprin)!, 2 in.
~prinv. 2 Yf! in.
spring, 3 in.
sprin,I.!", 3 !,.i in.
sprinJ!, 4 in.

11 i 11l'lws
12inches
13 inches
14 inC'ht'S

~ prin)!.

15 inch<·s

16 inches

TABLE 11-Numher of Strips llet1uired for Pnits
With Various Number of S1Jrings
Spring pm·ket~

Sp1 ing-~

St rips t" eu t

Number

Sum her

Number

4

6
6

24

30
36
42
48

pt>r row

5
6

6

7

6
7

49
56
64
72
81

7
7
7

7
8

8

8

8

9
9

9

TABLE lll-A1Jproximate Width of Pockets for
~1,rin~s

Width to make pockets
1 !h

2

2~

3

3~

4

Fold the strip lengthwise through the
center; then stitch a half inch seam along
one end (Fig. 76).
Add 1 3/4 inches to
the measure across the top of the spring,
and pin a seam this width and parallel to the
seam made on the end (Fig. 76).

3'4

3~
A14
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51,4

5%.

Testing the Pocket Pattern
Press a spring flat and slip into
the pocket (Fig.77). Then close the opening with pins, taking a one inch seam.
Turn the spring inside the pocket to
an upright position. The spring should
stand 2 ~ to 3 ~ inches in height. It can
be adjusted to the desired height by removing the pins at the top and pinning
again.
The spring should touch the side of the
pocket easily. If the pocket is too tight,
the spring will not remain in an upright
position and will soon cut through the muslin. To adjust, remove the pins and repeat
the process until the spring fits easily
in the pocket (Fig. 78).

Filling the Pockets
Press the springs flat and slip one
into each pocket. To keep each spring flat,
pin through the center of the spring, catching the muslin in the front and back (Fig.
79). This holds the spring in place when
stitching is done on the machine.
Stitch the opening at the top, taking
up seam allowance.
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Making the Spring Form
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After all pockets have been stitched,
remove the pins and turn each spring to
an upright position. Arrange the completed
rows into a unit, with all the seams up.
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Replace the padding and add any needed
new cotton. With seam side up, insert the
needle through the cloth and under the top
coil of the first spring. Tie a slip knot.
(See Figure BO A).

,

•.

Fig.

Finishing
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:
~:-: ..
:

With a darning needle and mattress
twine, sew the rows together by catching
through the muslin under the edge of the
spring in the next row. Use the springtying stitch as indicated in Figure BOA.
Repeat until all the rows are joined on
one side. Then turn the unit and sew the
rows on the other side.
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Fig.

BOB

Fig.

BOC

Carry the thread across the top of
the first spring. Tie the top coils of
the first and second springs at the point
where the coils touch.
(See Fig. 80B).

Figure 79 A.

Figure 79 B.

Padding Spring Unit
Most spring units are padded with
only upholstering cotton. But if you use
moss or hair, put it on first.
Spread a
thin layer of moss or hair on top of the
unit, pulling and working it until you
have a smooth, even layer. Make another
pad of moss or hair to go on the bottom
of the unit.
Fasten these layers
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to the unit with long basting stitches of
mattress twine, using a straight doublepointed needle long enough to go through
the unit. Begin the basting at outside
edge and work toward center, figure 82.
Make a knot at the beginning by passing
double-pointed needle down and up through
unit leaving an end on top which you fasten with a slipknot.

Figure 81

Put a layer of upholstering cotton
around the entire unit. Cut the layer
large enough to cover top and bottom of
unit and to meet at the c·enter of the
three open sides. Pull cotton gently
at sides so top and bottom layers mesh
at center of boxing, figure 83. Catch
cotton toge'ther with large basting
stitches.

Putting Unit into Cover
Figure 82

Figure 83

You may want to slip the unit into
a new muslin cover. Use the old muslin
or upholstery cover as a pattern. Use
a cardboard suit box like you'd use a
shoe horn. Lay unit in center of box
that you have opened out flat. Bring
edges of cardboard up on two sides of
spring unit and slip all into the muslin
casing, keeping edges of cardboard against
the boxed sides of casing, figure 84.
You may use two short thin boards, about
the same width as the boxing, in a similar
manner, figure 85.
Close casing along folds of the seam.
Turn in raw edges and use a slip-stitch
or a blind hemming stitch, figure 86.

Figure 85

---- MarShall spring unit -in chairback~ _
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The New Muslin Cover

CUSHION

Use the old pillow cover as a pattern
for a musliq cover. Make it about ~ inch
smaller than the old cover, because it will
have stretched in use. Cut the new cover
to shape, rounding the corners. Stitch
the side boxing to the top.
Stitch the
side boxing to the bottom of the pillow,
leaving it open across the back and about
four to six inches around the back corners
on each side. Slip the padded unit into
the cover and close the opening, using a
slip stitch.
(Figure 87).

BOXING
Figure

87

Making the Slip Cover for the Cushion
Figure 88
PLACKET BO'X.ING

_ 4" WIDER THAN
BOXING

(1) Pin fit top and bottom sections
of the cushion. Chalk mark the seam line
on exact size of the cushion. Allow one
inch for seam allowance when cutting the
top and bottom of the cushion.
(Figure 82).
Push the upholstery pins down into the
cushion to bury the points.
(2) For the boxing provide for the
closing in the center back a zipper or snap
tape long enough to extend four to six
inches around the back, side corners.

Figure

Make the boxing for the rear of the
cushion the length of the side fastener
plus ~ inch at each end for seam allowance.
Make it four inches wider than the cushion
boxing. Cut this strip lengthwise and
insert fastener.
(3) Fit the boxing in one continuous
piece, joining the back boxing to the front.
Have the boxing fit snugly around the cushion.
Mark the seam line on the boxing and trim
to 5/8 inch seam allowance.

Figure 90

(4) Insert the welting or cording at
the top and bottom of the boxing. Do not
pin the cording to the band but lay the
cording on the band and place the needle
down through both the stitched line of the
cording and the chalked line of the band.
(Make sure that you are stitching on the
stitched line of the cording and the chalked
line of the boxing.)
Stop when you have stitched to within
six inches of your starting point. Leave
4 ~ inches of cording for Joining to other
end and then cut. (Figure 93).

Figure 91
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Rip back the bias three inches or
more at each end of the cording for joining. Make a ~ inch seam on the diagonal
or straight . edge of the bias strip. Make
a diagonal cut on the cord and overlap.
The lapped cord should be exactly the
same thickness as the rest of the cord.
Lap the cord one inch or more away from the
seam on the bias strip. This will give a
smoother, stronger finish. Fold the bias
over the cord, finish stitching to the
band • (Figure 94) •
(5) Crease the seams back toward the
wrong side of the cushion boxing. Slip
the boxing right side out on the cushion.
(?in the corded boxing to both top and
bottom sections.) (Pins must be placed in
the material straight up and down, not
lengthwise.) Do not pin the slip cover into
the· muslin cushion cover, but only in the
slip cover material. (Figure 95 ) . Have
the corded seam resting on the chalk line
of the cushion top. Locate center front of
boxing and pin to center front edge of
cushion. Then pin center back and center
of each side of cushion. Then pin the
corners. Continue pinning, placing pins
one inch apart.

Figure 94.

Figure 95.
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, -Figure 96A.
---STITCHING LINE IN 6ROVE

OF CORDED SEAM

(6) Remove the cover from the cushion.
Use the cording or zipper foot. Do not
stitch on the boxing but on the bias next
to the cord. This means you are stitching
the cord to the cushion top. It has already been stitched to the boxing. (Figure
96A.
(7) Turn the cover to the wrong side
and stitch again, inside the first row of
stitching, very close to the cording.
(Figure 97).
When it is t~ned to the
right side, you should be unable to see that
it has been stitched before. This gives
the cover a professional appearance. It is

~~4

~---- --- ------ - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

1

---- FOLD OF 80)(.ING

Figure 9.6B.
Figure 97
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the secret of attaching a corded piece to another piece of material.
(8) The cushion cover is finished.
boxing and replace on the cushion.

Turn the seams toward the center of the

cff

detail
Figure 99.

Figure 98 ·

Make Cording Strip
Cut bias strip from 30-inch square.
1. Be sure all sides are on straight of fabric.

2. Fold into triangle. (Figure 98).
3. Cut along fold. (Figure 98).
4. Keep the right sides together as cut, and turn top piece to match lengthwise \varp edges.
Slide top piece to left Y2-inch and make
off poi.nts. See detail.

~/2-inch

seam (Figure 99). Press open and trim

5. Roll in cylinder and match straight edges (Figure 100) .Slide edges so that 1Y2 inches extend at each end. Pin in place and sew Y2-inch seam. Press open. (Figure 101).
6. You now have a cylinder. Use 1 y2 inch measuring guide on scissors or other mea,11ring
device, and cut entire bias strip the same width. (Figure 102).

1\ in. extensionr

l~

in. extension
Figure 100.

seam

measuring guide
Figure 101.

cut at top l~ in.
extension
Figure 102.
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Cover Cord
(Figure 103) •

1. Use a preshrunk washable cord.

2. Cover all cording at one time.
3. Use a double-edged cording foot on scwmg machine.
If you have lengths of fabric you may wish to use this method.
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7.

Note. Cording can be cut on the straight of the fabric. For some pattern designs
you may wish to cut on crosswise or lengthwise of fabric. Slash cording seam where
the corner will be and again ~" above and below. If fabric is heavy you may need
several slashes. Stay stitch loosely woven materials.

Fig. 104.

Details of inserting a button.

LONG

SHORT

SHORT

STEP 111

In placing buttons on backs, seats,
cushions, and other places first mark the
center lines lightly with chalk. Then
measure in each direction and mark the
places where you want the buttons, taking
care to keep them uniformly spaced. Mark
each place with chalk. In case you are
fastening the buttons to the webbing, you
take a button and thread it with a length
0£ twine about a foot long.
This gives
you two ends each about 6 inches long.
Thread both these through a tufting needle,
push the needle through the center of one
of the chalk marks and right on through
the back. Pull the twine and tighten the
button against the fabric. __ Next make a
lock knot in the twine. As you draw up
the knot, place a small wad of cotton in
the loop so that the twine will not pull
through the webbing. Tighten the knot
until the button forms the desired
depression in the fabric. Lock the knot
and cut off the ends. Tie one row of
buttons at a time starting from one side.
Keep checking to see that the indentation
made by each button is uniform.
Some cushions, such as pillow type,
as well as others, have buttons on both
sides. In this case both sides of the
cushion are marked with the measurements.
The needle is pushed through, being careful to see that it comes out through the
center of a corresponding mark on the
other side. Then a second button is
threaded through one end of the twine and
a lock knot is made in the twine. The
knot is pulled up until the buttons on
both sides make about the same indentation.
Then the knot is locked and the ends of
the twine cut off close to the button
and tucked, .under it.

LONG

ON VIEW 4 AFTER YOU HAVE TURNED YOUR
HAND COMPLETELY AS SHOWN ON NO. 3
TAKE THE SHORT END AROUND AND ON TOP
BY PULLING THE LONG END UP ALL THE WAY
THEN TIGHTE~~ TWINE.

·
105 .
F1g.

Steps in making a lock knot.

Fig. 106.

Diagram of a tufted back chair.
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Tufting
Tufting is frequently used in
furniture paddings to help hold
stuffing and adds interest.
One large central button, only,
is sometimes used in the seat and
also the back of armless, low-built
chairs; or there may be as many
buttons as desired. Tufted pads
may be made entirely separate and
attached to the frame edges later,
or they may be ~e directly on the
chair. The back cover on which the
tufting is done may be of muslin
cut to fit, with 2 inches allowed
all around for fastening to frame.
On the muslin, mark a center line
up and down, or made edge notches.
Mattress Tufts
Fig.
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The Mattress tuft is the simplest
of all tufts. It forms a slight
depression at planned intervals in
the stuffing. These tufts are planned and made after the piece of furniture has
been entirely finished with paddings and cover, which they help hold in position.
Great care should be used in the placement of buttons for the tufts. Keep furniture-back and seat-button pattern in conformity with the architectural lines, not
too frequently placed or in uncomfortable positions, and the pattern simple. They
may be used to give a sidened, elongated, or prim effect. Planning and placement
are also dependent on material pattern.

Pin small squares of colored paper on to visualize possible button placement.
Move them around in an orderly way until a plan is accepted; then mark this placement with a penciled cross-line, on muslin cover.
To tuft, use your long needle and strong string. Crowd the cotton away from
under the cross markings. Bring the needle and thread through from the back or
underneath. Make a ~ inch diagonal stitch at the cross mark, returning the needle
to the ·back or underneath again. Make a slip tie (Fig. 105). Tie loosely. Tighten
ties when all tufts have been caught. Attach buttons to outside material. Use
smaller needle to bring thread through button hold, unless it has a shank.
Slip ties used on cushions, where no buttons are used, may have the material
protected from string cutting by laying a small tuft of cotton under the diagonal
stitch before drawing up on the string. On the reverse side, lay cotton under the
knot before drawing string up to tie. Make an additional knot to hold before cutting
off unnecessary string ends. Conceal in cotton.
Buttons for tufts may be purchased or may be

covere~.

For loose pads which are to be attached to the frame, button fasteners with
shanks 1 inch long may be used instead of sewed-on buttons; or covered paper clamps
may be used. Use canvas or cardboard for the button back cover protector.
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Before buttons are attached, carefully place the outside cover centers with
the frame centers; crowd cover over the back, smoothing and straightening to the
edges. Slip-tack; then attach buttons where planned (Fig. 107). Remove slip-tacks
for any necessary readjustment of cover. Folds from outside buttons may be made
tucklike, folded edge lying down, and extending from the button to the frame edge
for a "tube" effect, as for deeply stuffed tufts.
Biscuit Tufts
More shallow and closer tufted than bun or diamond tufts. They may be 3 inches
or less across. Pencil-mark the muslin for square sizes desired, planning according
to the frame, size, and shape (Fig. 107). Mark the wrong side of the outside cover
material. Allow 2 inches all around for attaching. In the outside cover, each
square will be 1~ inches larger than the muslin back pattern. This is for stuffing
take-up. The method for stuffing will be the same as described below for diamond
tufts.
Bun Tufts
In squares also, but may be larger and deeper.
Diamond Tufts
These are apt to be ~ inches across and 7 inches up and down, with 1 or 1~
inches allowed for stuffing take-up. Muslin undercover or base for the stuffed
diamonds should be the fitted size required up and down and across; also 2 inches
additional all around for attaching to the frame (Fig, 108).
Pencil-mark according to diagram shown (Fig. 108), with diamonds complete along
the center line. Avoid ending diamond points at the frame edge. Leave a little
space for good looking tubes or pipes leading out. Mark the wrong side of the outside material as shown in the diagram,
or use another muslin cover. If
work is to be done on the chair, then
i
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down from the button hold. Tack, advancing one at a time, to hold; then stuff.
Fold pleats downward, facing each other in pairs, for each button. This is · done
to make the wear on the pleat help smooth the pleats into shape. Tacking may
be done all along the center line of diamond points up and down, and help keep
the cover straight for stuffing. Stuff each diamond as full as the material
will allow. Encourage a slight fold diagonally from each button, which diminishes
to nothing at the button. Extend pipe lines out to the bottom, sides, and top,
tacking the folds in pairs. The pipes must be well stuffed, the same as the
diamonds. A welting of self-material used along the frame edge will make a nice
finish for the work.
Shell or Channel Tufting
If there is an old cover, use it for
a pattern. If there is no pattern, make
your own. This will call for some practice.
Lay colored strings up and down to
where you think you might like
the shells, to get an estimate, and, when
you have decided on a plan, mark the muslin.
indi~ate

Shells are generally wider at the top
than at the bottom, often being 4 inches
at the top and about 2~ inches at the
bottom of each shell. These lines should
be straight. Remove muslin. Place on
Fi~. 109s1 IFLL \\'ORK. ~\.-Shn\\'s plannin~ shells \\·id1 strin~ pmnmg :1nd table. True the lines for shells accord1~1nlil111a rkcd 111usli11 1':1ck cm er. B. - Top
l ' r plan and dimc1hion-; for ~hell
ing to the style chosen, marking with a
work shm\ 11 in C.
yardstick. Be sure your pattern or back
muslin piece has centers at top and bottom
clipped, and frame edges pencil-marked for each replacement (Fig! 109).
('11\

The muslin for the pockets reaches from the seat re~r, where it is tacked
after the seat is entirely down; then it is brought up very taut on the penciled
or stitched lines to the correct top placement. Mark on chair top edge for
pocket lines planned.
Fig. 110.

STRETCH CENTER OF CHANNELS ON TOP
THEN TACK.

PROCEDlltES ON LAYING IN THE CHANNELS

Filling the channels.

Laying-in the channels in the

chair~
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© 12 yds @ 12 yd•

@10 1/2 ycls @6 yds

@

10 yds

@7 yd•

@

10 yd•

figure 111 ·

@9 yds
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Special Helps for Specific Chairs

\

CoRNER
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PIECE
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Cutting and Joining
the Flounce to the
Chair •

..._.&:;;..~$~
M4KE SURE YOUR FLOUNCE IS AT LEAST 1/2" TO
3/4 OF AN INCH ABOVE THE LEGS.

Fastening the flounce to the frame.

_,J-. .,.

l
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More Details on Fitting

Miter the upholstery fabric at the
ends of the front spring roll. Fold back the extra
material at each corner between the arm section and
the side of the seat. This extra material now extending a hove the seat must be folded together and
pinned at each corner as shown

Upholstering around legs.

· SQUARE STYLE

-

~··

t

CO,,,,LEJING FA8 IC

~'

stapler fastening seat cover.

Completion details on the

'

·..

outs;d~'b ·:.k.. ;;... ~:
ac .
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Zig-Zag Springs Construction
Zig-zag springs are used in restoring antiques as well as in traditional
and modern furniture. This type of springs is reconnnended for thin
and/or flat surfaces. Zig-zags eliminate webbing and most, sometimes
all, spring tying. If a frame was not built for zig-zags, reinforcing
may be necessary. This can be done with corner blocks and glue.
Sagless wire springs can be purchased in precut lengths with ends bent
to fit retaining clips. Bulk rolls more than 100 feet long are available and
can be cut to the desired length with bolt cutters, a triangular file, or a
fine-toothed hacksaw. Ends can be bent by using a wire-bending jig or by
gripping the wire in a vise and striking it with a harraner. Spring ends should
be cut so that each end points to the same side of the spring to provide facing
loops for cross connecting with small coil springs or wire clips.
Clips and hinge links for
zig-zag spring construction

The spring strips are arched between
front and back seat rails or back rail
and liner with bent ends alternating
right and left and attached to the
frame. The illustration that follows
shows hinge links and clips for various
shapes and uses. Occasionally frames
will have to be reinforced to take the
strong front-to-back-rail and top-railto-liner pull of these springs.
Reinforcements can be added to most
joints by means of tailored corner glue
blocks. These should be placed so the
upper surface is within 1 inch of the
top spring bearing rail surface.
Small close-wound helical (coil)
springs are used to tie the two outer
zig-zag springs to the side rails of
the frame and between spring strips to
provide unified spring action and support
for stuffing. Small open-wound helical
springs are used to tie together the
zig-zag strips in backs and provide
stuffing support. For both seat and
back use helical springs 2 inches shorter
than the center-to-center distance between
the spring clips. Use a 2 inch helical
for 4 inch spacing and a 4 inch helical
for 6~ inch spacing (ignore fractions).
Spacing and shaping of zig-zag springs
can be confusing for the beginner. To
measure the length of zig-zag springs,
always work on a solid surface. Hold
the free end of the wire beside or on
one end of tape or yardstick, then force
the foll of spring wire open until the
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spring lies flat on the surface.
(Wrapping a tape measure around rolled-up
wire to measure it can give misleading
results.)
If the desired length falls
so that the cut end of the spring would
point opposite to the starting end, make
the cut at the next longer bend (not the
next shorter bend). Repeat for all
springs of the same length.
Seat spring spacing should be 4
to 5 inches between centerlines. Spacing
between outer springs and arm posts or
end rails may vary between 1~ to 3 inches.
Haximum resiliency is obtained with convex sprin£ arc heights of 2 inches
to 2~ inches, though arc heights as low as 1~ inches are common where an extremely
low profile and a fairly stiff seat are desired. A good standard to work by
is the "normal" arc which varies between 1~ and 2 inches when the spring length
(measured flat) is exactly the same as the inside dimension between front and
back rail. The shorter the front-to-back dimension, the nearer the arc is to
1~ inches; the longer the dimension, the nearer the arc approaches 2 inches.
For example, if an 11-inch spring is used for an 11-inch front-to-back seat
dimension, the arc is close to 1~ inches; if a 24-inch spring is used in a
24-inch seat, the arc is closer to 2 inches.
If you
or if extra
at the rear
height. If
hinge links

are repairing a piece and an extra ~-inch arc height would help)
resiliency is desired, hinge links can be used. Links are used
spring clips. By adding length to the spring they add ~ inch arc
extra resiliency witho~t iPcreased arc height is the aim, use
but reduce the length of the spring by approximately 1 inch.

If you need a specific spring arc height required for design effect, make
a pattern from a strip of stiff cardboard - tacking strips are ideal. With
spring clips in place, slip-tack the cardboard strip alongside the rear clip,
slip a nail through the clip's loop so that it passes over the cardboard strip,
and mark the cardboard at this point. Then pass the cardboard strip under a
nail inserted through the loop of the front clip. Manipulate the strip until
the desired arc height is obtained, and mark the strip at the point it reaches
the front clip's loop. Then use the cardboard as a yardstick for spring
measurements.
You also can use a length of spring to determine the desired length. Clip
one end to the back rail, bring the other end to the front rail clip, adjust
for arc height, and mark the spring for cutting.
Clip Installation
Clip positioning for low-profile springs in seats with front and rear rails
of equal length is determined by the normal 4 to 5-inch spacing between spring
centerlines of adjoining rows. However, when the seat has one spring-bearing
rail shorter than the other, clip spacing on the shorter rail will have to be
reduced to permit springs to be attached without touching each other. Where
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possible make spacing adjustments between
clips for the outer rows of springs,
leaving as many of the clips as possible
for the center rows normally spaced.
If one rail's length is severely limited,
it may be necessary to bring the springs
to the tapering side rails to keep them
from touching. In this case, consider
using rubber, burlap, or webbing
cushioning strips between springs and
rail overlaps to prevent contact noises.
Mount clips as shown in the drawings.
The looped ends of spring clips are allowed to hang 1/8 inch over the inside
frame edge · to provide freedom of movement for the ·springs. The right angled
clips can be used to drop the spring
hinge points over the frame edge.
Hold the clip in place with a single nail, insert spring or hinge link,
then drive in remaining nails. Where a single nail passes through two holes,
the bottom hole is larger. The larger hole permits you to angle the nail
toward the center of the rail without distorting the clip. Use 3/4 to 1-inch
barbed, cement-coated, ridged, or screw-type nails with heavy heads for nailing
spring clips. Ordinary household nails and tacks simply don't hold up well
under pressure.
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UFtlOLSTERING twID TOOLS IV'JD SUPPLIES
RIPPING CHISELS

(f

INTEffST
TACKING STRIPS

Work end has slot for lifting tacks.

NO SAG BENDER
FOAM RUBBER SOLID STOCK

SPRINGS, NO SAG CLIPS

lined to eliminate squeaks and rattling.

:

SPRINGS, HELICALS

al((<l(E«C((({f)

WEBBING-NEVER SAG STEEL

Cloth Clamp.

WEBBING, RUBBER
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SUPPLIES
Webbing - Common widths of webbing are 3, 3~, and 4 inches.
A good quality webbing is firm and closely woven. When measuring for amount of webbing to buy, add 3 extra inches on each
strip to be used. This will allow l~ inches for tacking at each end
of strip. Buy the number of yards needed in one full length to
avoid waste.
Burlap - Grades are according to weight. Grades commonly
used are 8, 10~, and 12 ounces. The 101~-ounce grade is used for
covering springs and other places where strength is needed.
Muslin - firm, closely woven, and unbleached, is used over all
padded areas to hold padding in place anl keep dirt from getting
into padding.
Twine - Buy a good quality twine; don't take a substitute. Sixply Italian hemp No. 60 is best for tying seat springs. It comes
in one-pound balls, and one ball is enough for several chairs.
A 4- or 5-ply jute twine is suitable for tying springs in back of
chair.
For sewing springs to webbing and other stitching, use elm
flax sewing twine No. 252, or matching heavy duty thread. A
half-pound ball of linen twine is enough for several chairs.
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Padding Material- Resiliency and durability are desirable
characteristics of padding materials.
1. Curled hair of horses, cattle, and hogs comes in several grades
depending on the length and springiness of the hair.
2. Rubberized hair comes in thicknesses from 1 to 4 inches~ and
you can buy it by the square foot.
3. Foam rubber and urethane foam.
4. Tow, the flber of the flax plant, is not resilient. It is useful
where a firm, durable pad is needed.
5. Palm fiber is firm and springy.
6. Upholstery cotton felt is used as a pad over coarse stuffing,
such as curled hair, rubberized hair, palm flber, and tow.
7. Man-made fibers, such as Dacron polyester fiberfill, are nonallergenic, resilient, and lightweight.
8. Down is sometimes used as a cushion filling.

3.
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Figure 112.

The Finished Piece
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GLOSSARY CF FIBER TERMS

A
A
A

Abrasion Realatmnce - The degree to which a fabric is
• able to withstand surface wear and rubbing.

B
C
C

C
C
C

C
D
D
D

Acid Resistant - A term describing a fabric that will resist
•any acids it would encounter in normal use.
Anti-crease Finish - A process for treating fabrics with a
•synthetic resin or chemical that helps them resist and
recover from wrinkling. Used on cotton, rayon, linen and
combination fabrics.

H

Bast or Soft Fibers - The flexible strand that comes from
•the inMr bark of Flax, Ramie, Hemp, Jute, etc.

H

Cellulose - A white, shapeless or amorphous substance
•which forms the cell walls of plant life. It is made up of
woody, fatty or gummy substance and it amounts to about
96% contents of the cotton fiber. One of the most widely
used products made from cellulose base is the man-made
fiber group of textile yarns - viscose, nitro-cellulose and
acetate rayon.
Color-Fastness -The determination as to whether a color
•is fast in a number of standard tests used for the purpose.
Some of the tests employed include fastness to crocking,
color bleeding, dry cleaning, laundering, sunlight and
perspiration.
Cotton Llnters - Short-fiber stock that is used to make
•rayon, celluloid, and other products from cotton and its'
seed. Linters are not used to make cotton yarn.
Crease Resistance -The ability of a fabric to resist
•wrinkles. Usually achieved by the application of synthetic
resins.
Crimp - The waviness in fibers such as certain wools and
•rayon staple fibers.
Crock - That undesirable property of a dyed cloth by
which the coloring matter rubs off the fabric and smudges
on other m~terials with which it comes Into contact.

•

Detergent - A cleaning agent or solvent. The term applies
• to new washing products called "synthetic detergents" so
named to distinguish them from soaps.
Dlmenslonal Stability - Tendency of a fabric to retain its
• shape and size after being subjected to wear, washing and
dry cleaning. The stability may be brought about by the
kinds of fiber used in the fabric, b)( chemical treatments,
or by mechanical means.
Dry Clean Ing - A process used to clean fabrics which
•cannot be readily laundered. Organic solvents such as
carbon tetrachloride or mineral spirits are used to remove
dirt and some stains. Other stains are removed by special
methods.

D.
E

F
F

F.

Dyeing - A process of coloring fibers or fabrics with either
natural or synthetic dyes. Dyes differ in their resistance to
sunlight, perspiration, gases, alkalies, dust, etc., their
effectiveness on different fibers, their reaction to cleaning
agents, their solubility, and method of application.

Elasticity - A characteristic of fibers, yarns, woven and
• knit fabrics, which enable them to return to shape after
being stretched.
Fiber - An individual strand, sometimes referred to as a
• filament. It is a slender, fine diameter, single strand.
Several fibers, however, may be combined to make them
ready for weaving or knitting purposes.
Filament - An individual strand that is indefinite in length.
• Filaments are finer in diameter than fibers. A fiber or a
filament is the smallest unit in any type of cloth.

L

M
P
R
S
S

S
S
S

Finishing - The art and science of making rn.Jterials
presentable to the buy.ing public. Textile fabric5 are "made
in the finishing" as there has never been woven a perfect
yard of cloth, free from defects of some sort. Finishinu
takes care of these defects in the material.

Heat-Setting- Certain man-made fibers, when woven into
•fabric, can be treated with pressure under certain heats
so that a crease or pleat will remain permanently set. This
process is also available in nat•Jral fibers when they are
properly treated with chemicals.
High-Tenacity - A term used to describe certain yarns
•having added strength which are used extensively in the
manufacture of upholstery fabrics.
Linter• - Short cotton fibers which adhere to tr.e seed
•after the first ginning. These are cut from the seE::d and
used as a source of cellulose for the manufacture ::if rayon
and acetate. These !inters are not used to make cotton
yarn
Men-Mede Fibers - An inclusive term for all textile fibers
•not provided by nature.
Pre-shrunk -Term used to descri11e fabrics which have
•been given the shrinking process before being placed on
the market. The percentage or residual shrinkage must be
declared on the finished product.
Reslllency - A natural, or built-in, property which causes
•the fibers to spring back to their original shape when
crushed or wrinkled.
Sanforized - A checked measure of shrinkage. This trade•mark is applied to fabrics which have been shrunk to a
residual shrinkage of less than 1 % .
Shrink-Resistant - Term used to describe fabrics that have
• L>een chemically treated against shrinkage.
Sta_ln-Reslstant--:-- FRbric which has been treated to resist
•stains. The fabric must be laboratory tested prior to any
such claim being made.
Staple Fiber - Filamen:s of the celiu1osir, or man-made
•groups of fibers which have been cut to .the length of the
v. Hious natural fibers. Staple stock is obtained from AcetatP., Rayon, Nylon, etc.
Sunfast •sunlight.

&

T.

A colored fabric which will resist fading by

Synthetic Fibers - Term used loosely for all man-made
fibers. Actually, the term in,~ludes only textile fibers made
by chemical synthesis.

Tenacity - The breaking strength of a fiber, filament. yarn,
•etc., expressed in force per unit yarn number

-

I

Thermoplastic - Term applied to suLstance having the
•property of softening at higher temperatures. specifically
applied to the above synthetic fibers, of which all are, tu
some degree, thermoplastic.

w.

Wrinkle Resistance -- The ability of a fabric to resist
•wrinkling by its awn resilience. Wool has the greatest
natural resilience but thermoplastic synthetic fibers and
chemically treated cotton and rayon also exhibit considerable wrinkle resistance.
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